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Abstract—Social networks are an important part of the everyday activities of a big part of people. Different type of socialbased activities (e.g. online product shopping, question answering
forums and etc.) create a vast connection between users. One
of the most important features of these networks is knowledge
sharing. This knowledge usually provides better insight for the
users and consequently has a direct impact on the decision made
by them. For example, online shopping members usually take
their decision based on this shared information. But the main
issue is there are a huge amount of shared knowledge without an
accurate mechanism to determine their validity. One approach is
to count more on the influential users opinions in the system and
toward this end, several ranking algorithms have been proposed.
But the existing algorithms for users ranking don’t consider
the personality features of users in their methodology. In this
paper, we use this new feature of personality in the ranking
algorithm for influential user detection in signed networks. We
used Optimism and Pessimism scores as personality features of
each user and employ it in the PageRank algorithm as a sample
ranking algorithm and evaluated the new ranking results by
using a new metric of credibility. To assess the performance of
the proposed method, we applied it to a large dataset of Epinions
signed networks. The results are compared with state-of-the-art
expert finding algorithms which indicate that the personality
feature can effectively improve the ranking and influential user
detection accuracy.
Index Terms—Influential Users, Link Analysis, Expert Detection, Ranking algorithms, Credibility, Social Networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Online social networks are increasing and impacting our
lives and studies show most of the people have a membership
at least in one of these social networks or somehow using them
in their everyday interactions with others people. Apart from
very popular social networks like Facebook and Tweeter, there
are other types of social based networks such as Amazon, Ebay
or small online shopping websites which have user or product
profiling and even communication features which make it
possible to apply the social networks concepts to them. In
this era of the digital world, lots of people are registered
in different social networks and take tremendous decisions
based on their knowledge and information such as buying a
product from online shopping websites or booking a hotel or
restaurant. However, there are a tremendous amount of shared
information and there is no mechanism yet to distinguish the
validity of them in an accurate way. Thus, the knowledge
shared by users on social networks could not be fully trusted.
Recently, with the popularity of knowledge sharing in a
social network, this problem attracted lots of attention. One

of the main direction in this domain is identifying influential
users or experts and rely more on their opinion. By identifying
the influential or expert users in social networks and determining their level of knowledge, the reliability of their provided
information could be identified. Also in recommending systems, finding these users is important due to the fact that the
preferable choices of them can be recommended to other users.
The expert finding is one of the most important subjects for
mining from (web-based) social networks. The task of expert
finding is aimed at detecting the most influential and useful
users in a network. These influential users defined as users
who are more popular and more trusted among others. The
problem of expert finding emerged many years ago to achieve
reduced processing by selecting only influential users, achieve
fast marketing query results, to address these users directly by
’targeted advertising’ (so as to create public opinions or market
awareness quickly and efficiently while spending much less on
ineffective general advertising approach) and to improve the
accuracy of the statistical results by avoiding the outliers and
odd opinions contaminating the aggregated totals.
There are two approaches for finding the influential users
in social networks. The first approach is analyzing the user’s
profile and the second one is user’s link analysis. The links
show the connection of users and the profiles shows their
personal information such as age, city, gender, area of interests
and etc. Most of the social networks include both link and
profile information but with limitation to access them publicly.
Link analysis is one of the common methods to analyze the
users connections and extract the needed information. Link
analysis ranking (LAR) [1] is a method which ranks objects
based on their links and the sign of links with each other. There
are many studies which aim to rank the users considering their
links [1]–[5]. However, to the best of our knowledge most of
them focused on unsigned networks and there are few studies
on signed networks with positive and negative links which are
important to study the interactions in social media because the
richness of a social network in most cases generally consists
of a mixture of both positive and negative ones.
In signed networks, the link between users has positive
or negative values. These signs present trust/distrust relation
between users. The personality of each user has a direct
impact on creating the signs of the links which affect the
ranking calculations. In other words, the task of influential
user detection by LAR method may greatly be affected by the
personality of each user.

In this paper, considering the signs of the link, we first
review most of the link ranking methods and then try to use
the user’s personality in ranking to find the most influential
users. There are tremendous types of personalities in social
science [6] which we use two main ones, namely optimism
and pessimism (as user personality metrics) which can be
calculated based on users propensity in relations (links) [7].
The optimism of a user shows how optimistic she thinks and
in contrast, pessimism shows how pessimistic she thinks about
the environment [8]. This personality feature is applicable to
different ranking algorithms and we use these features in a
sample ranking algorithm (PageRank) in order to verify the
impact of them in ranking users and identifying the most
influential ones. We call the new extended ranking algorithm
as POPRank (Personality based on Optimist and Pessimist as
a new feature for ranking algorithm). In order to evaluate the
rankings, we used credibility criterion which relies upon the
fact that better rankings should have more credibility values.
The results showed that the added personality feature can
effectively improve the ranking scores and has a meaningful
impact on detecting the influential users.
The main contribution of this study can be summarized as
follows:
• A comprehensive overview on different ranking algorithms based on link analysis.
• Adding personality as a new feature to rank users which
can be appended to any ranking algorithm in order to
provide better rankings for networks with positive and
negative (signed) links.
• Introduce a new property of users namely credibility as
a new measure to analyze the performance of ranking.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In
section II we overview the existing methods used for expert
detection. The proposed methodology is presented in section
III. Section IV presents the evaluation of our work. Finally,
section V concludes the paper and presents some ideas as
future lines of this study.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
this section provides a comprehensive literature review
of related studies on expert detection and link analysis. In
general, the researches for the problem of expert finding can
be categorized into two main groups, (i) Authority ranking
approaches [9]–[16] and (ii) non-authority ranking approaches
[17]–[24].
The authority ranking approaches are based on link analysis
for finding the influential users. These techniques which are
based on web page rankings, evaluate the connections and
relationships between users of a network and it is used in a
situation which there is no access to the profile of users. For
example, Kardan et al. in [25] find the experts to solve the
problem regarding whose knowledge in social networks should
be shared, which is based on PageRank method. Later in [26]
they extend the experts detection in online communities. S.
Chen et al. proposed an integrated PageRank method in [9]
for the maximization problem to select the seeds in signed

networks. Jurczyk et al. in [15] discover the users authorities
in question answer communities by adjusting the HITS method
[3]. X. Kong et al. in [10] tried to calculate the authors impacts
in the author-paper network by a new algorithm based on
PageRank scores. H. Zhu et al. in [11] proposed an expert
finding framework using Topical Random Surfer (TRS) which
is originally used for web page ranking. Bouguessa et al. [14]
identify the experts in question-answering forums by ranking
the users regarding the validity of their answers.
On the other hand, the non-authority ranking approaches are
based on information retrieval from the activity and profile
of the users. This class of ranking methods aims to find
the experts using the information included in the profile of
the users as well as analyzing their activities and posts in a
given social network. For example, H. Deng et al. in [20]
tried to develop weighted language, topical and hybrid model
based on them for expert finding in DBLP bibliography and
Google scholar dataset. Chen et al. [21] proposed a model
for expert detection using the user activity analysis in rating
the comments in question answering systems. D. mimno et al.
[23] created a user model in order to determine the expertise
level of reviewers based on papers. Also, J. Went et al. in [24]
tried to find the influential users in Tweeter using the topical
similarity among users.
In addition, there are methods which utilizing both link and
profile information to increase the accuracy of detection task.
For instance, J. Zhang et al. in [19] proposed a propagationbased approach that takes into consideration of both person
local information and network information (e.g. relationships
between persons). Z. Zhao et al in [17] declared that some
parts of the available information in question answering systems are missing and then they find the experts using matrix
completion technique and users similarity to fill the gap.
Balog et al. [27] introduced a probability model for expert
identification based on users topical profile in multilingual
systems. Guo et al. [22] presented a method to find the best
related user regarding a specific question by constructing the
users profile by discovering latent topics and interests of
users. Lu et al. in [28] used the question sessions and user
profiles to build the network graph. Then using this graph,
they proposed two expert detection method based on semantic
propagation and semantic language model. Shahriari et al. in
[18] proposed a new method to identify the experts using
overlapping community detection.
The presented personality feature that is used in ranking
algorithms falls in the first category (link analysis). The proposed LAR methods use the links between users to rank them.
However, each user has her own characteristic of making links
that affects link analysis. Hence, this feature has direct impact
on the ranking which is not considered. In this manuscript, we
will take to the account the impact of users personality (based
on their opinions) and try to rank them in order to identify the
most influential ones among them.

which is calculated recursively as follows:

III. S IGNED NETWORK RANKING ALGORITHMS
In social networks, there are two main approaches regarding
the influential users detection problem as mentioned above.
We introduce two measures as the personality of each user
that can be added to any ranking algorithm in order to
improve the performance of the ranking. First, we review
most of the existing algorithms of ranking users including
their shortcoming and then we will try to apply and utilize
the personality measures on them. To this end, we take into
account the sign of the links in signed networks and used
Optimist and Pessimist scores of each user as their personality.
A. Existing Ranking Algorithms
According to the link analysis in social network, we first
describe the baselines approaches and algorithms for the link
analysis which rank the users in order to find the influential
ones and then we will describe the proposed method that can
be applied to ranking algorithm and effectively rank the users
in order to identify the most influential ones.
1) In degree: The most common and simple way to find
the influential users is verifying the number of coming links in
a particular domain network and label the users with the most
in-degree as expert [3]. More positive links in a trust\distrust
relations mean more expertise a user has on that network. This
method is used when there is only the information about the
connection between users. However, this method is not very
accurate because it only considers the positive in-links without
considering the users who made the links.
2) Popularity or Prestige: This method is based on positive
and negative links received by a user [29]. The main idea of
Prestige is that the users who have received plenty of positive
links should be ranked high and the ones who have received
many negative links should be ranked low.
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where INi
and INi
are positive and negative links
received by user i respectively. Considering the signs of the
links is a positive point of this method, yet it lacks utilizing
the personality of the users who making the links in order
to define a weight for links which indicate the importance of
user’s votes toward others.
3) Exponential ranking: In this probabilistic algorithm, the
negative links are taken into consideration [30]. The idea behind this ranking algorithm is to decrease the rank of the users
if they receive negative links. Also, it relies on that the user
links should not be distrusted if she has a negative reputation
and in fact, they just need to be trusted less. Particularly,
the users with negative reputation should not be assumed
completely trust-less (as if she point negative to another
user, we assume it as positive) instead, her judgment should
be considered less. The expected reputation is calculated as
a = AT P where a is a pillar vector, A is adjacency matrix,
P is a positive definite pillar probability vector with |P |1 = 1

P (t + 1) =

exp( µ1 AT P (t))
|exp( µ1 AT P (t))|

(2)

where µ specifies the amount of noise in selecting the highest reputable judge. This algorithm emphasizes the importance
of negative links and the fact that enemy of a user enemy
should not be considered as a friend. Indeed, their assumption
which is based on social balance theory does not consider the
importance of both positive and negative labeled users who
make the links.
4) HITS: The HITS algorithm mainly relies on the fact
that the way the links go has more information than just
shared content [3]. This algorithm has two update rules namely
authority and hub to rank the web pages. It assumes that each
user has its own hub and authority value. Hubs are users which
links to other users and authorities receive incoming links.
First, an initial weight is assigned to hub and authority. Then
in a specified repetitive iteration, the authority and hub will
be updated until they converge as follows:
X
authority(j)
(3)
hub(i) =
j∈Eji

authority(i) =

X

hub(j)

(4)

j∈Eij

At the end of each iteration, weights are normalized under a
norm such as In-degree, Salsa, Max-norm and etc. However,
if a page makes several links to many good authorities, the
hub score of it will be enhanced (so it will be ranked high).
5) Bias and Deserve: In this algorithm which is similar to
HITS, bias of a user is its tendency to trust/distrust other users
and deserve of a user reflects the true trust a user deserves
[31]. A user is biased if her tendency of making trust/distrust
connection to other users is high. The algorithm can work for
both signed and unsigned networks. The update rules of the
Deserve and Bias are as follows respectively:
X
1
[wki (1 − Xki (t))] (5)
Deservei (t + 1) = in
|d (i)|
in
(i)

k∈d

Biasi (t + 1) =

1
2|dout (i)|

X

[wki − Deservek (k)] (6)

k∈dout (i)

where din (i) is the set of all receiving links by user i and
dout (i) is the set of all outgoing links from user i, wki is
the trust score from user k to user i (the weight of the links
between users which is 1 for positive links and -1 for negative
links). Xki (t) represents the effect of bias of user k on its
outgoing link to user i at time t and is computed as: Xki (t) =
max {0, Biask × wki }. This method suffers the same problem
as HITS that is a user can show herself trustful if she rate
users that deserve high positive values negatively and users
that deserve high negative values positively which make her
bias almost zero (trusted user).

6) PageRank: The PageRank algorithm performs a random
walk in a given network to rank the nodes based on their
connections [2]. The PageRank algorithm was proposed in
order to rank the web pages regarding their hyperlinks to each
other. Consider we have Pi , P2 , ..., PN pages that should be
ranked. The update rule of the algorithm is as follows:
X P R(Pj )
1
+ (1 − α)
(7)
P R(Pi ) = α
L(Pj )
N
Pj ∈M (Pi )

Where M (Pi ) is the set of pages that link to Pi , L(Pj ) is
the number of out going links from page Pj , N is the total
number of pages and α is a damping factor. α is added as a
coefficient to the formula to guarantee that the algorithm does
not accidentally end up with an infinite series of PageRanks.
For implementation, an initial ranking will perform to the
nodes and then they will be updated until convergence. The
original PageRank algorithm does not consider the negative
links and in fact, it is created for unsigned networks ranking.
Also, nature (personality) of the nodes are not considered
which can effectively change the ranking scores.
7) PageTrust: PageTrust is an extension of PageRank algorithm which considers both positive and negative links. The
idea behind this algorithm is to decrease the random walk
encounters to the pages which have negative incoming links
[32].

the same problems as in-degree method.
9) Ontology Ranking Algorithms: This is the other
branches of ranking algorithm which is usually used in semantic web and tries to decrease the amount of overloaded
data [34]. The main idea behind this algorithm is providing
relevant information regarding a user query and rank the
related information as high as possible so the searcher can
easily access it. The problem of these algorithms is satisfactory
of the users which are not guaranteed.
Considering all of the mentioned ranking algorithms, we
noticed that the PageRank is the most common algorithm for
ranking the users and observed that many existing ranking
methods used this algorithm as their baseline for comparison.
Hence, in this study we consider PageRank as the base ranking
algorithm and add the personality feature to it to verify its
effect. As long as the Optimist and Pessimist score of each
user is defined based on their in and out links, we consider
the Prestige algorithm as another evaluation ranking algorithm
which uses the in-links for the ranking calculation.
B. Personality as a ranking feature

We add personality as a new feature to PageRank algorithm
and propose a new ranking namely POPRank, in order to
see how much this feature can improve the ranking. The
PageRank has been originally proposed for networks with only
positive links which is unable to be used directly for signed
P ageT rusti (t + 1) = (1 − Zii (t))
networks. We modified it to perform better and also can be
X P ageT rustj (t)
1 used for signed networks. The added personality is consist of
.[α
+ (1 − α) ]
(+)
N two social science features, namely Optimism and Pessimism
|dj |
j,(j.i)∈G+
which are added to the algorithm in order to improve the
(8)
ranking accuracy.
where α is damping factor as PageRank, G+ is sub-graph
1) Optimism and Pessimism: Optimist users are those who
(+)
of positive links, dj
is outgoing links in positive sub- think positive about everything around them and make more
graph from node j and Z is a matrix which is calculated positive (trust) links to other users. This personality makes the
as Z(t + 1) = T (t)P (t), where T is the transition matrix other users establish positive links to her as well. Therefore,
at time t which is calculated as the row-normalized version an optimist user usually has both trust links to others and
of the sub-graph with positive links. P is the distrust matrix trusted links from others. In contrast, pessimist users are those
that considering the negative links is calculated iteratively as who think negative about their environment and make more
negative (distrust) links. We say that a pessimist user usually
follows:
(
−
has both distrust links to others and distrusted links from
1
if (i 6= j; (i, j) ∈ G
−
0
if (i = j; (i, j) ∈ G
(9) others. We try to calculate the optimism and pessimism scores
Pij (t + 1) =
of the users from their rates (votes) toward external items (e.g.
Zij (t + 1)
otherwise
Epinion data set). The optimist and pessimist scores of the
where G− is sub-graph with negative links. The algorithm users are defined and calculated in [35] which are used to
is promised to improve the PageRank accuracy by enabling rank the users in the sign prediction problem. We will use this
it for both signed and unsigned networks yet it sustains the definition and add them as a feature in the ranking algorithms
problem of PageRank to involve the personality of users.
(in the case of this paper to the PageRank) to verify its impact
8) Distance Algorithm: This simple algorithm ranks the on link ranking methods and influential user detection. The
web pages based on their shortest logarithmic distance from optimist and pessimist scores are defined as follows:
each other [33]. The distance Q
algorithm between two pages i
Consider there are N items I1 , I2 , ..., IN , the set of items
1
and j is Distanceij = −log S∈path(i,j) O(S)
where O(S) with low average rating scores rated by user ui are:


refers to out degree of user
P S. Then the ranking score of page
(1 + z)
i=1 Distanceij
. This algorithm is as
j is equal to Rankj =
OptLowi = Ik |rik 6= 0 ∧ r̄k ≤
(10)
N
2
simple as in-degree which ranks the web pages based on their
distance (number of edges between them). It can be used to where rik indicates the rating score from user ui to item Ik and
rank the users based on their distance as well, yet it suffers r̄k denotes the users average rating score toward Ik . If the rates

are in the range of [1, z], we consider scores in [1, (1 + z)/2]
as low and [((1 + z)/2) + 1, z] as high scores. The set of items
which have low average scores and are scored high by user
ui are as follows:


(1 + z)
(11)
OptHighi = Ik |Ik ∈ OptLowi ∧ rik >
2
Likewise, the set of items with high average rating scores
rated by user ui are:


(1 + z)
(12)
P essHighi = Ik |rik 6= 0 ∧ r̄k >
2
And the set of items which have high average scores and are
scored low by user ui are as follows:


(1 + z)
P essLowi = Ik |Ik ∈ P essHighi ∧ rik ≤
(13)
2
If the user ui has rated above the average then she is
more optimistic. Hence, the optimism score of user ui is
i|
Optimismi = |OptHigh
|OptLowi | . Accordingly, the pessimism score

|P essLowi |
of user ui is P essimismi = |P
essHighi | . These two quantities
will be used as a coefficient in ranking algorithms, therefore
they will be normalized to the range of [0,1] in order to adjust
the values and prevent diverge.
2) POPRank: The original PageRank algorithm is a vote
by all the other pages to show how important a page is (a
link to a page counts as a vote). In fact, it does not consider
the users who make the connections. Using this algorithm, we
consider each page as a user and take into account the validity
of users who make a connection with a specific user. In other
words, to calculate the rank score of a user, we consider the
coming links (same as PageRank) and the personality of users
making them in POPRank algorithm. As mentioned above,
optimism and pessimism are two quantities that provide us
the possibility to measure the personality. The idea of using
personality is that when an optimist user makes a positive link,
her vote should be considered less (we will decrease her vote
impact) and in contrast when she makes a negative link, her
vote should be considered more (we will increase her vote
impact). A similar theory is used for pessimist user, meaning
that, her negative votes will be decreased and her positive ones
will be increased. In this ranking, we will apply PageRank
separately on sub-graph with positive links G+ and sub-graph
with negative links G− . The update rules of POPRank are as
follows:
X P R+ (Pj )
1
×P erj
P OP Rank + (Pi ) = (1−α) +α
N
L+ (Pj )
Pj ∈M (Pi )

1
P OP Rank (Pi ) = (1−α) +α
N
−

X

Pj ∈M (Pi )

(14)
P R− (Pj )
×P erj
L− (Pj )

(15)
where L (Pj ) and L (Pj ) are the number of positive and
negative outgoing links from node j, respectively. Similar to
PageRank algorithm, it starts with some initial condition for
both positive and negative PageRanks vectors and after enough
+

−

iterations, it converges to the final rank vectors. In social
science, a person can be optimist or pessimist. Taken this into
account, we consider personality as follows:
P erj = max {Optimismj , P essimismj }

(16)

where the Optimismj and P essimismj are the optimism
and pessimism scores of the user uj and are calculated as
mentioned above. The final rank vector POPRank is calculated
by:
P OP Rank(Pi ) = P OP Rank + (Pi ) − P OP Rank − (Pi )
(17)
The convergence of this algorithm is assured since it is
the same as standard PageRank algorithm with the same
computational complexity.
C. Credibility as a measure to analyze ranking
The previous studies [36] indicate that the trust can emerge
among users with two main factors: the first one is familiarity
and the second one is similarity. That is when the users know
(familiarity) or resemble (similarity) each other, they trust each
other more. Hence, these two measures can calculate the trust
score toward the users in social networks which shows the
credibility of them. According to this, a user’s credibility is
defined by familiarity and similarity. In this paper, we use
similarity to calculate the credibility. W. hu et al. in [37], [38]
used the similarity of neighbors to calculate the credibility and
concluded that popular ranked users have more credibility.
They also showed that users credibility of a network has a
direct relation with its ranking so it can be used to compare the
rankings. We will use the credibility of users as the evaluation
criteria which can confirm and verify the ranking outcomes.
The credibility indicates the votes of a user’s neighbor towards
her. In other words, the credibility of a user reflects her
expected trust value in the network. The value of the credibility
does not consider only the number of coming links instead, it
depends on their quality. The credibility of user ui is calculated
as follows:
X
1
Credibility(ui ) =
W up ui
i
|M (ui )|
(18)
up ∈M i (ui )
.Sim(up , ui ).Credibility(up )

i

where M (ui ) denotes the set of all incoming links to node
ui and Wup ui presents the link weight from user up to user ui .
There are several methods such as the correlation coefficient,
the cosine similarity measure, and the euclidean distance that
can be used to calculate the distance of two end points and
return a quantitative value to represent the similarity between
users. In trust network, a user’s similarity depends on its
neighbors [39], while user tends to trust similar users like
her. According to this, in this context, we use the Jaccard
Distance to model the similarity between up and ui , which
|F ∩F |
is Sim(up , ui ) = |Fpp ∪Fii | . Fp ∩ Fi is the set of two users
common neighbors and Fp ∪ Fi is the set of two users total
neighbors. Note that in signed networks, the weights Wup ui

TABLE I
T HE MAIN CHARACTERISTIC OF THE E PINION DATA SET

131,828
841,372
49,289
507,592
434,694
72,898
139,738
664,824

PageRank
Prestige

0.8
0.7
0.6

Similarity

Total number of users
Total trust ratings
Number of filtered users
Trust ratings
Positive trust ratings
Negative trust ratings
Number of Items
Number of Items’ ratings

0.9

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

are -1 or +1 and the credibility value lies in the range of [-1,1]
for such networks.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed algorithm by
using a real-world signed network in the context of influential
user detection using a ranking algorithm involving each nodes
personality. We also used personality (optimist and pessimist)
of each node which is application dependent meaning that
the definition and calculation of it can be vary in different
data sets. The evaluations have two parts. The aim of the first
one is to show that algorithm works correctly. In other words,
the aim of first evaluation is not showing that our algorithm
always, or in most of the cases, produces better rankings when
compared to the baselines. Instead, we demonstrate that our
algorithm produces such rankings that are useful in the sense
that they produce rankings that are distinct and competitive
with the ones produced by baseline and high quality of link
analysis. The second evaluation compares the performance of
the proposed algorithm with baseline ones using credibility.
As we discussed, credibility is a criterion which can verify
and show the validity of rankings.
A. Dataset
To evaluate our work we used Epinions dataset gathered
from Stanford Large Network dataset Collection (SNAP)1 .
The Epinions website is a general consumer review site and
its dataset consists of two types of ratings, trust relation
among users (members of the site can decide whether to
trust each other or not) and users rating on items (the rate
of users regarding the items of the website). This dataset
includes 131,828 users and 841,372 trust ratings. The main
characteristic of the dataset is presented in table I. In our
evaluations, we did a filtering step and omitted who has no
links and only considered 49,289 users with links with 507,592
trust ratings as links for the input of each algorithm (table I).
B. Evaluation
For the first part of the evaluation, we implemented the
PageRank and Prestige algorithms to obtain our performance
benchmark. We used 664,824 item rating by users in order
to calculate the optimist and pessimist score of each user. In
order to compare POPRank with PageRank and Prestige we
1 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/
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Fig. 1. Similarity of POPRank with each approach in found influential users.
X axis represents different percentages of top found influential users and Y
axis shows the similarity with POPRank

use Spearman’s rank correlation which measures the similarity
of two rankings:
P
(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)
Similarity = pP i
(19)
P
2
2
(x
i i − x̄)
i (yi − ȳ)

Here, x and y are rankings by two algorithms and x̄ and
ȳ are average ranks. We compare the effectiveness of our
proposed rank algorithm with the benchmark algorithms. To
compute the rank coefficient, a portion of the highest ranked
nodes in the merged graph according to x are considered. As
a default, we considered 10% highest ranked nodes but we
also varied the target percentage (5%, 10%, 25%, 50% and
75%) to observe how the accuracy varies with result size.
For damping factor, we used α = 0.85 as a parameter of the
ranking algorithm. Also, it is worth mentioning that the run
time of the PageRank algorithm is O(m+n) in which n is the
number of nodes and m is the number of edges. POPRank has
similar complexity to calculate the users ranks. In particular,
the proposed algorithm has more complexity to calculate the
personality which is O(m+n+k) in which k is the number of
item ratings.
Figure 1 compares POPRank with PageRank and Prestige
in different percentages of top found influential users. To
compare the algorithms we ignored the users which have no
links to others and the ones whom item rating are not available
because they have no impact on ranking algorithms. This
Figure presents the percentage of common found influential
users in different percentages of data between POPRank and
other two algorithms. The result is shown in Table II. This,
confirms that POPRank performance is near to PageRank but
far from Prestige. The similarity of POPRank and PageRank
is maintained with different percentages of data.
We expect that the common found users should be increased
if we consider more and larger percentage of data. In the
Figure 1 the similarity of POPRank and Prestige increased
when we added more data. However, in top-25% the similarity
of POPRank and PageRank decreased. This can happen if we
are comparing the similarity in the beginning or middle of the
x-axis of this figure because for each next step of comparison

TABLE II
C OMMON F OUND I NFLUENTIAL USERS WITH POPR ANK

5%
72.05
1.60

10%
74.72
04.14

25%
71.44
13.18

50%
77.81
35.79

75%
80.89
65.91

(top-N%) the new found users could be different, but it can
not happen at the end of the x-axis because the users who are
added are same. This decrement, indicate that the users found
by POPRank and PageRank are different in top-25% of the
found users.
The other perception of this experiment was the difference
of POPRank and Prestige. Prestige is based on coming positive
and negative links and the personality is based on the user
votes (links) to the items. Nevertheless, the similarity of these
two concepts did not affect the POPRank ranking. Particularly,
the personality of users involved in POPRank will not force
it to be dependent only on the received links.
For the second experiment, we verify the ranking of nodes
by all the three algorithms using the credibility values. The
credibility of nodes is used as the criterion to evaluate and
analyze the performance of algorithms. We say that nodes
with more credibility should be ranked higher than those with
less one. Taking it into account, we compare the top found
nodes in different algorithms with nodes with more credibility.
The evaluation was conducted with different percentages of
top found nodes. We partitioned the result of each ranking
algorithm in different percentages. For each percentage of
found nodes, we sum up their credibility and compare it with
different algorithms. Figure 2 shows the normalized credibility
values of each algorithm for different percentages of top found
influential users.
The Prestige algorithm is based on positive and negative
links received by a user and PageRank is based on a random
walk to rank the nodes based on their connections while
POPRank considers the personality of each user as a added
value to rank them. As it shown, the nodes that identified and
ranked high by POPRank have more credibility for top-5%
and top-10% in compare to the others. In contrast for top-25%
and rest, the PageRank has better credibility. This shows that
for more influential users (top-5% and top-10%) POPRank
has better performance. Also, as we observed in Figure 1,
the similarity of POPRank and PageRank decreased in top25% so we expect a meaningful difference in the credibility
of them. The credibility increment of the PageRank in top25% is beheld in Figure 2 (as we expected), showing that
there is a meaningful difference between the found users by
these algorithms here. The POPRank algorithm found the most
influential users based on credibility in top-25% of its ranking
whereas PageRank and Prestige found it in top-50% and top75% respectively. Overall, the POPRank algorithm has better
performance in identifying the influential users within top-5%
and top-10% and can find the most influential users within
top-25% which is better than other algorithms. In other words,
POPRank outperformed the baseline ranking algorithms such
as PageRank and Prestige.

POPRank
PageRank
Prestige

0.04
0.035

Credibility Value

Top-K%
PageRank
Prestige

0.05
0.045

0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0

5%

10%

25%

50%

75%

Top-K%

Fig. 2. Normalized Credibility of each ranking algorithm regarding different
percentages of found influential users. X axis represents different percentages
of top found users and Y axis shows the normalized credibility value of found
users
TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF PAGE R ANK AND POPR ANK

Top-N
Common found
PageRank Credibility
POPRank Credibility

10
0
0.017
0.066

20
3
0.024
0.069

50
8
0.028
0.070

100
23
0.031
0.068

500
304
0.035
0.048

We noticed that the percentage of found influential users in
POPRank have more credibility in comparison with PageRank
and Prestige. This shows that leveraging the power of personality of each node can further improve the performance of
expert finding. We also verified the Spearman correlation of
more credible nodes with all algorithms. We found that the
correlation for Prestige, Pagerank and POPRank are 5.73%,
16.09%, and 19.50% respectively. This again confirms that
the users found by POPRank algorithm have more credibility
in comparison with others. Furthermore, in Table III, we
compared the performance of PageRank and POPRank in
terms of the top ranked users.
In addition, although the similarity of them is high (72.05%)
for top-5% of the ranked users, but it is different for the most
top found ones. As we can see in this table, the number
of commonly found users are quite low which indicates
that POPRank makes a distinct ranking. To have a better
understanding, Table III presents the normalized credibility
of PageRank and POPRank as well. The comparison of the
credibility values demonstrates that POPRank rankings always
has higher credibility which indicates that it provides a better
ranking. In the nutshell, the results show the positive impact
of users personality in the rankings algorithm in order to find
the influential users.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
There are a huge amount of information and opinion on
different topics and products shared in different social networks. However, one way to find the useful and trustful ones
in relying on the influential users or experts whom can provide
valuable shared knowledge. Toward this end, we first need to
identify this set of influential users and to this end, the links

between users and their profiles can be used. In this paper, we
used two features from social science namely Optimism and
Pessimism to add the personality of each user in the ranking
algorithms. We applied the user’s personality to PageRank
algorithm and created a new ranking POPRank for signed
networks. Next, we compared the influential users found by
POPRank with two baseline approaches of ranking. The result
demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
Two future directions can be taken into account: (i) Trust
propagation: In the application of group decision making,
when a problem occurs the group will discuss to find the solution. The fact is that the influential users are more trusted and
has more effect on the final decision. We plan to investigate
how a decision is made in a group by identifying the expert
users related to the problem and propagating their information
based on their trusted links. (ii) Using profile information: As a
future guideline, we plan to use the profile of users in addition
to their connections. In other words, the link analysis can
identify the expert users but we plan to investigate the effect
of each user profile on the accuracy of expert detection.
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